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Artisan Interiors
The ROCKCOTE Natural Materials range
of plaster finishes draws inspiration
from nature to provide beautiful, natural
interior finishes that don’t compromise
your health or the environment.
With the increasing awareness of
sustainability in the built environment
alongside the desire to make our homes
healthier, and more tactile the benefits
of using traditional natural plaster
finishes are being rediscovered.

By working with natural clays and
lime we have created a wide range
of products and at the same time are
reviving ancient skills and application
techniques to create bespoke, tactile
natural surfaces for your next project.

Hotel Hotel
Canberra, Australia
Rockcote Clay Decor
distressed
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Clay Decor
Clay Renders are natural
materials formulated to create
a clay plaster finish for use over
modern substrates.

.

ROCKCOTE Clay Decor is the ideal
choice for clients seeking a natural
clay render for use in commercial &
residential developments.
Our clay plasters are porous, allowing
the building structure to breathe. They
also have a thirst for moisture that helps
to regulate relative humidity in the
atmosphere, improving air quality and
resisting mould growth.
Clay Decor as with all our Natural
Material plaster finishes has tactility and
warmth add a stunning natural aesthetic
that brings a sense of relaxation and
ease to any space. In modern homes,
Clay Decor Renders’ can be used
to create unique seamless fireplace
surrounds and textured feature walls.

l

Nandos Restaurant, St Lukes
Auckland. New Zealand
Clay Decor
Vertical Rake & off trowel finishes
Artisan - Chris Baker,
Plastercoat Coromandel

Private residence, Clearwater,
Christchurch, New Zealand
Clay Decor, Floated finish
Artisan - Chris Jordan,
Chris Jordan Plastering

Nandos Restaurant, Queen St,
Auckland. New Zealand
Clay Decor
Raised relief, 2 tone
Artisan - Zane Pilkington,
Pilkington Interiors
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Clay Decor

ROCKCOTE Clay Decor is supplied in
an off white colour that can be tinted
to a wide range of colours from within
Resene’s The Range Whites & Neutrals.
Bespoke colours can also be created on
request.
ROCKCOTE Clay Decor can be used
to achieve a classic rendered finish,
trowelled, float or sponge finish with
the unique appeal that only natural
renders can deliver. It can be protected
with Resene Aquapel, or left in its natural
state.

Tantalus Winery
Waiheke Island, Auckland
New Zealand
Private Dining room, floated finish
Artisan - Mike May, Plastering.co.nz
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Clay Decor

Nandos Restaurants
Auckland & Rotorua, New Zealand
Clay Decor
Artisan - Chris Baker,
Plastercoat Coromandel

• Pre-coloured - no painting
• Effective acoustic absorber
• Non-toxic
• Non dusting
• Natural abundant raw material
• Recyclable, re-usable, compostable,
sustainable
• Very low embodied energy
• Breathable, humidity and temperature
regulating
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Marrakesh
Our most ancient of plaster finishes
is based on Morrocan tadelakt which
was originally used as technique to
waterproof earthen cisterns, the ability
to effectively and hygienically store
water was a major development. It
was not long before tadelakt became
recognized as an unbelievably
beautiful finish technique that could be
pigmented and applied on almost any
surface.
Tadelakt became a highly prized surface
treatment that was widely applied in the
traditional north African hammams, and
royal palaces.
We have designed our ROCKCOTE
Marrakesh to emulate this very
traditional and beautiful surface finish.
ROCKCOTE Marrakesh is a natural
material formulated to create a lime
plaster finish for use over modern
substrates.

Inspired by nature
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Marrakesh

ROCKCOTE Marrakesh is supplied as a
dry powder in an off white colour that
can be tinted to a wide range of colours
from within Resene’s The Range Whites
& Neutrals.
Bespoke colours can also be created on
request.
Marrakesh allows the experienced
Rockcote Artisan Plasterer to create an
individual work of art on any wall or
room within the home.
Many different styles of finish can be
achieved using different trowels, floats,
sponges and finishing techniques.

Our Lady of Compassion,
Wellington
Artisan - Don Dring,
Totara Coatings
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Marrakesh

Private residence,
Invercargill,
New Zealand
Artisan - Kevin McCann
Colormark Systems

• Pre-coloured - no painting
• Non-toxic
• Anti Allergenic - non dusting
• Natural abundant raw material
• Recyclable, re-usable, compostable
sustainable
• Very low embodied energy
• Breathable natural finish

Studio Red Yoga,
City Works Depot,
Auckland
New Zealand
Artisan - Zane
Pilkington, Pilkington
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Marblestone
Our range of MarbleStone interior
finishes are natural lime plasters that
were developed around the time of the
ancient Egyptians.
Originally, they were strictly used for the
protection of structures.
Italian artisans took it to another
level, they added natural pigments to
enhance it’s decorative applications, the
result today - Rockcote’s Milano Interior
MarbleStone interior Finishes have either
natural colour pigments, or can be
pre-coloured from within Resene’s The
Range Whites & Neutrals colour chart to
complement your existing décor.
All MarbleStone finishes are hand
applied by trowel, and brought up to a
high polish, with a waxed finish, that is
smooth to the touch.
Traditionally used internally providing a
striking, yet subtle solid marble effect to
enhance and define any interior.

Harmos Horton Lusk,
Corporate Offices,
Auckland,
New Zealand
Artisan - Colin MacKenzie Plasterers
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Marblestone
• Application over all common prepared
substrates
• Pre-coloured
• Non-toxic
• Anti Allergenic - non dusting
• Natural abundant raw material
• Recyclable, re-usable, compostable,
sustainable
• Very low embodied energy
• Breathable natural finish

DEFINE YOUR INTERIOR

Harmos Horton Lusk,
Corporate Offices,
Auckland, New Zealand

Private residence
Kerikeri
New Zealand
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Concrete
Effects
Mineral finishing plasters
that create the look & feel of
concrete.
Our MultiStop range of fine finishing
plasters are designed as traditional
repair and finishing plasters and
have evolved through the expertise
of our Artisan plasterers, techniques
and tools that produce realistic
concrete surfaces over a multitude
of standard substrates.
Finishes can vary dependant on
the technique applied to achieve
highly burnished and polished
through to satin sheen distressed
concrete. Natural oxides can be
added to adjust the desired colour
to compliment your interior style.
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Concrete
Effects

Finishes can vary dependant on the
technique and finish required from
highly burnished and polished through to
distressed concrete.
Ask your Rockcote Artisan Plasterer for
samples before you proceed to determine
the finish and end result you are looking for.

Private residence Nelson,
New Zealand
Artisan - Grant Waters,
Totally Plastered
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Concrete
Effects

• Application over all common
prepared substrates
• Natural Cement colour
• Non - toxic
• Anti Allegenic - non dusting
• Breathable natural finish

BESPOKE SPACE
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Velvetina

ROCKCOTE Velvetina is
a strong, fine-grained
decorative plaster finish
with a distinctive velvety
appearance.

With less drama than Rockcote Venetian
Plaster, and harder drying
characteristics than our Otsumigaki.
Velvetina is designed to produce a
durable and hard wearing finish with a
serene, natural look. It is particularly
useful for finishes where a combination
of lightly polished closed, and coarser
open areas is sought.
As a natural mineral material, Velvetina
is a breathable surface finish and
can be used on a wide variety of wall
surfaces, including modern
plasterboard and concrete, as well as
traditional building materials with
stunning results.

Private residence,
New Plymouth, New Zealand
Artisan - Jamie Tapara,
Textured Plaster

All products are completely natural, free
of dangerous chemicals and produce
no odours or residual off-gassing. They
have low embodied energy (energy
necessary for the entire product
lifecycle) contain no cements and
are fully recyclable which means they
can be returned to the earth after use.
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Velvetina

Distressed

Polish

• Application over all common
prepared substrates
• Pre-coloured
• Non-toxic
• Anti Allergenic - non dusting
• Natural abundant raw material
• Recyclable, re-usable, compostable.
sustainable
• Very low embodied energy
• Breathable natural finish
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Otsumigaki
Otsumigaki - ‘Otsu’ a natural material made
of fine white clay, sands and lime. Drawing
inspiration from the lime and clay interior
finishes used in traditional Japanese homes.

Kiwi Property Head Office,
Vero Centre
Auckland,
New Zealand
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Otsumigaki
The beauty of ROCKCOTE
Otsumigaki lies in its ability to
create textural depth with a smooth,
flat surface. Create stunning,
bespoke interior surfaces that are
durable, and beautiful to view and
feel.
ROCKCOTE Otsumigaki can be
tinted to a wide variety of colours,
however due to the natural, and
individual application techniques
variations in colour can occur.

Otsumigaki has a subtle elegance
that gives walls life yet allows the
surrounding elements in the space to
speak for themselves.
Otsumigaki is applied by hand and
can be used on interior residential and
commercial surfaces such as entrances,
stairwells and halls and delivers a
smooth, luxurious surface with a pearly
lustre finish.

ROCKCOTE Otsumigaki can be
applied over most prepared interior
substrates, also over our range of
traditional natural plasters such as
ROCKCOTE Earthen Clay Renders.

MacPac, St Lukes Auckland,
New Zealand

Decjuba
Auckland, Wellington &
Christchurch
New Zealand

Artisan - Solution Textures
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Venetian
Luminous shine with dramatic
effects.
Captivating, dramatic and luxurious,
ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster is a highly
polished finish that demands attention.
ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster produces a
reflective, highly polished plaster finish,
also described as a mirror finish.
A luminous smooth glass or mirror finish
with the illusion of depth and texture.

Private residence,
Christchurch,
New Zealand

Private residence, Australia
Artisan - Igor Stainwald
Photographer - Ross Eason
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ROCKCOTE Venetian Plaster is ideal
for crafting the polished cement render
or polished concrete render industrial

look made popular by urban cafes
and restaurants and now featuring in
distinctive architecturally designed
homes and makeovers. 		

Contemporary yet reminiscent of a
traditional European stucco, Venetian
Plaster delivers a truly opulent glass

face finish, equally at home in an
architecturally designed home and a
lavish hotel.

Venetian

Kenndedy residence, Australia
Artisan - Mark Kennedy
Photographer - Ross Eason
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